
TECHNICAL SPECS

410
850
Single 36V lithium battery
2/210 MM
145 / 175 /210 RPM
gr / cm 30
36V two-stage motor
900 mmh 20
3 L
5 L
120 Mins
 Italy

Working Width MM:
Cleaning Capacity Mt/hour:

Power Unit B=Battery:
Brushes size MM:

Brushes Speed:
Brushpressure:

Vacuum Motor Power
Vac Capacity:

Sulution Tank:
Recovery Tank:

Max Working Time:
Machine Origin:

CLEANTOOLS (S) PTE LTD
5 Kaki Bukit Road 2, #02-16 City Warehouse, Singapore 417839  Tel: +65 6744 4777  Fax +65 6745 0261
www.cleantools.com

MIRA 40
SMALL • COMPACT • STRONG

“MIRA” is extreemly small and compact that you can 
  easely loading this machine even in a small car.

Advantage:
  • Heavy duty stainless steel frame
     • The battery charger have auto-cutdown feature
         • Easy operation

Vacuum Motor
36V two-stage motor

410mm working width
Floor squeegee can be raised when not in use

MIRA 40 is equipped with a stainless steel chassis which 
makes it strong and durable. Despite its 3L solution tank 
capacity, it has an amazing cleaning capacity of 850 Sq m.
The machine ensures consistent cleaning through its 
strong suction motor which allows vacuuming and 
recovery of 5L of water/dirt through each pass. Dirt and 
water is immediately sucked into the recovery tank without 
clogging the vacuum hoses or the �oor squeegee thanks 
to the direct line.This is possible due to its ‘eco’ mode that 
controls the water distribution in a timed manner. In 
addition, it’s 36V’/13Ah lithium-ion battery give the user 
average 80mins of use upon full charge. Thanks to its �exible 
drawbar that allow access to the narrowest space and under 
�xtures, it is the essential machine for deep cleaning of small 
rooms or areas that are full of furniture!

Apart from being a scrubber-drier, the MIRA 40 can also be 
used for other applications like de-waxing and light polishing
due to its liftable squeegee, weight and working pressure.

With its strong motor and di�erent accessories (such as brush 
types and pad holder) available, the MIRA 40 is a really versatile 
machine. Together with its variable dual brush rotation speed, 
this is the machine to use for most functions  in most areas!


